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Import  MM_BPM {
           Task,
           Lane
},
Import MM_Requirement {
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Extend MMC
Concept is added
import  MM_BPM {
         Task,
         Lane
},
import MM_Requirement  {
         Requirement
},




create     M2C  “
define Verify Between   Requirement and Attribute
with   : synchronization  =  [ true ] Expression =  [ Language =  OCL,
Body =    “invariant . . .”  ],
define UpdateValue Between Task and Attribute with : synchronization = [ true ] ,
define Similarity Between Task and Requirement, Attribute with : synchronization = [ true ],
define Similarity Between Lane and Entity with : synchronization = [ false ] ,
define Dependency Between Task and Attribute with : synchronization =  [ true ]   ;|


















BTS.m2c          Easychair.m2c       BTS.m2c
Tasks         Properties           Problems
Properties Value
Body                   invariant
Language                   OCL
Element Ref Activity_Send message / Set status to “Closed”
Element Ref Activity_Fix bug / Set status to “Fixed”
Element Ref reporter_samara
Element Ref Activity_Report but
Element Ref Activity_Send message / Set status to Rejected”
Element Ref Activity_Send message / Set status to “Assigned”
Element Ref Activity_Send message / Set status to “Won’t fix”
Element Ref Requirement_Declaration of an anomaly
Element Ref Requirement_Details of the description
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